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Psychiatry is a field of Medicine deals with the Study of Mental health
disorders, diagnosis and its treatment. It focuses on detection, prevention,
early treatment and resilience of an individual Mental Health. Where,
Mental Health is the base for well-being and active functioning for an
individual and for a Community. Globally the level of mental illness is
emphasized by the global burden diseases (GBD).

According to the WHO’s recent research people in U.S, Afghanistan and
India is reportedly having high risk of mental disorders. It has been stated
that nearly 300 billion people in the world is suffered from mental illness.
This illness is not taken in account in serious manner and the death rates
due to depression, anxiety and stress are increasing nowadays. The growth in
the Psychiatry field is significant in recent times. The country which tops
the research in this field are USA, Europe, Oceania and East Asia. The
above result and conclusions are clarified as a result of Number of Articles
published in the field of psychiatry in which the US tops the first position
followed by UK, Germany, Australia and Canada. 

Scope and Importance

The conference will be organized around the theme “Early Intervention in
Psychiatry and Management of Mental Health Disorders” to bring together the

Scientists, Professors, Health Organizations, Social Workers, Persons living
with psychiatric disorders, all those providing care and treatment to patients
with Mental Illness. Conference theme focuses on discussing the leading
research in mental disorders. Also, this conference will provide scope for all
the proficient people in the field of Neuroscience and Psychiatry to
accomplish their research relationships with each other and to discover
global associates for future collaboration.

 Why Tokyo?

Japan is divided into 47 prefectures and Tokyo is one among them. It serves
as a capital of Japan since 1869. This city is ranked First in Global
Economic Power index and third place in Global Cities Index. Tokyo is
famous for Anime, Electronics, manga and Video Games.  Tokyo is a city
occupied by an Area of 622 Sq. Km. Tokyo recently taken a step to protect
the environment by enacting Greenhouse Gas Emission and Japan’s first
emission cap system is introduced aiming to reduce Greenhouse Gas
Emissions. National Institute of Neuroscience in Tokyo is carrying out
research to provide medical care for patients with brain and Muscular
Disorders. Below are the some of the Psychiatry and Mental Health
Institutes in Tokyo, Japan.

National Institute of Neuroscience

National Centre of Neurology and Psychiatry

Tokyo Mental Health Shintomi Therapy Office

Kaiseikai: Japan Psychiatric Association for International Partnership

Kitamura Institute of Mental Health Tokyo

Drugs that are available in the market for the treatment
of Psychiatry includes Zoloft, Xanax, Lexapro, Celexa. Among these drugs
Donepezil is considered as the most effective one, since it has cured
psychiatry in about 59,931 people. It is also reported that about 30,000
people are treated with Rivastigmine.
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